Analyze Focus Group Data

The mindset of this session

*Multiple speakers in a transcript can be a tricky thing—moving from speaker to speaker, tracking the flow of the conversation—there are a lot of moving parts. By setting up your data with the built-in focus group analysis tools, you will have more options as you move forward and efficient ways to explore your data before you make efforts to code it. Additionally, once you’ve coded it, you have options to see distribution by speaker(s).*

Session outline

Commentary

- Focus group speakers as documents, document variables, and codes

Demonstration

- Data import & proper formatting
  - Line breaks and colons – avoiding false speaker codes
- Data exploration
  - Overview of focus group speakers
  - Codeline
  - Word Explorer
- Activation
  - Focus group speakers as documents
  - Focus group speaker variables
  - Focus group speakers as codes

Further Reading

[MAXQDA Manual Chapter Twenty-One: Analyzing Focus Group Data](#)
[MAXQDA Press: Analyzing Focus Groups with MAXQDA](#)
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